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Login Process:- 
 

In this process, REGISTRATION Clerk/Operator has to enter the User ID & Password in the 

respective login screen. As shown below:- 

Step 1:- Enter ‘user Id’ and ‘Password’ then click on ‘Login’ button after successful login, menu screen will 

appear. 

 

 

 

Figure I 
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Errors and exceptions in Login 

 

 Your Login may fail due to any of the following: 

 

 Incorrect User Id or password 

 User login expired 

 Network / Server failure 

 

In all cases of errors, the system will display relevant error message.  

 

 

Incorrect Login name or password 

 

 The system will display Login Failed message:- 

 

 
 

Figure II 

 

This error could occur because the user has entered the User Id /or password incorrectly.  

 

User Login Expired 

In the user management module, corresponding to every new user created, the expiry date for that user ID 

is stored. Upon reaching the expiry date, the user would not be able to login successfully. 

 

Network / Server failure 

In the case where your system is unable to establish a network connection with the designated server the 

system will display a message. Please contact the administrator for further instructions. 
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Forgot Password:- 

All the Users of Hospital information system (AHIMS) have been allotted user name and Password. User 

name is a name, which will enable the user to log on to the AHIMS. The password is like a digital 

signature. It is very imperative that one should keep one's password a secret. Disclosing your password is 

like telling the secret code of a number lock to someone. Whenever a user saves a crucial record into the 

database, his user name is also attached to the record. At any given point later the System administrator 

can find out who saved the record into the database. So if someone knows your Password he will log on 

to the system using it and add anything into the database and you could be held responsible for it later. 

Never disclose your Password to anyone and do not keep your name, family member’s names or anything 

that can be guessed by people around you as Password 

Note: - If forgot your password then follow following steps:- 

 

Step 1:- Click on ‘Forgot Password’ 

   

   

 

 
 

Figure III 
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Step 2:- Enter User Name, select hint question from list box and answer the hint question.  

Step 3:- Click on ‘Next’ button. 

 

Figure IV 

Step 4:- Enter new password and re enter password in confirm password field, then click on ‘Save’ to 

save the password. 

 

Figure V 

 

After that you will get a message ‘Your password has been changed’ 
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Login Form:- 
Step 1:- Enter ‘User Id’ and ‘Password’, and then click on ‘Login’ button  

  

Figure VI 

HIS Services 

 

Figure VII 
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Dashboard 

Selected Tab: Today 

Sub Module Name: Today OPD 

Dropdown menu contains list of all Departments functional in the hospital. User can search the data for 

any specific department and can also search for the entire departments functional in the hospital. 

 

 

Figure: 1 and 2 

 

In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 
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Figure: 3 

 

To view the next page of the particular section, user needs to click on the numeric numbers available at 

the bottom left section of the particular sub section. Red colored number denotes that user is on which 

particular page of records. 

 

Figure: 4 

 
In case user wants to hide the particular sub section from the dash board, then he can do so by clicking on 

the minus sign button placed at the top right corner of the sub menu. And if user needs to restore back it 

to previous state then the plus sign at the same position is needed to be clicked which would bring back 
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dash board to the original state. To magnify/zoom the sub menu, user need to click on the zoom button 

placed adjacent to the minimize button. 

 

 

Figure: 5 and 6 

 

Sub Module Name: OT Today 

Dropdown menu contains list of all Departments functional in the hospital. User can search the data for 

any specific department and can also search for the entire departments functional in the hospital. 
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Figure: 7 and 8 

 
In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 
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Figure: 9 

 
In case user wants to hide the particular sub section from the dash board, then he can do so by clicking on 

the minus sign button placed at the top right corner of the sub menu. And if user needs to restore back it 

to previous state then the plus sign at the same position is needed to be clicked which would bring back 

dash board to the original state. To magnify/zoom the sub menu, user need to click on the zoom button 

placed adjacent to the minimize button. 
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Figure: 10 and 11 

 

 

 

 

 

Sub Module Name: Ward Bed Availability 

This sub menu gives a graphical representation in two forms (Bar Graph and Pie Graph) of availability of 

Ward Bed in the hospital as per input entered by the user. Drop down of Ward Name contains list of 

different types of wards functional in the hospital and Drop down of Bed Status contains the different 

stages of bed occupancy at the time of the search entered by the user. 
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Figure: 12 and 13 

 

In case user wants to hide the particular sub section from the dash board, then he can do so by clicking on 

the minus sign button placed at the top right corner of the sub menu. And if user needs to restore back it 

to previous state then the plus sign at the same position is needed to be clicked which would bring back 

dash board to the original state. To magnify/zoom the sub menu, user need to click on the zoom button 

placed adjacent to the minimize button. 
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Figure: 14 and 15 

 

 

In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 
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Figure: 16 

 

Selected Tab: Clinical Enquiry 

Sub Module Name: Clinical Department Enquiry 

 

Figure: 17 

 

After successful login Dashboard screen appear, you can select required service. 
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Click on Search button without entering any input in the Search Department field, you will get the list of 

all the departments available in the hospital. 

Enter the input in the search field and click on search button or press enter button in the keyboard. 

 

Figure: 18 

 

If the entered input by the user does not match with the list of Departments available, then the following 

screen with the error message is displayed. 

 

Figure: 19 

 

In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 
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Figure: 20 

 

To view the next page of the particular section, user needs to click on the numeric numbers available at 

the bottom left section of the particular sub section. Red colored number denotes that user is on which 

particular page. 

 

Figure: 21 

 

 

 

 

In case user wants to hide the particular sub section from the dash board, then he can do so by clicking on 

the minus sign button placed at the top right corner of the sub menu. And if user needs to restore back it 
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to previous state then the plus sign at the same position is needed to be clicked which would bring back 

dash board to the original state. 

 

Figure: 22 

 

Sub Module Name: Lab wise Enquiry 

Click on Search button without entering any input in the Lab Name field, you will get the list of all the 

Laboratory Name available in the hospital. 

Enter the input in the search field and click on search button or press enter button in the keyboard. 

 

Figure: 23 
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If the entered input by the user does not match with the list of Lab Name available, then the following 

screen with the error message is displayed. 

 

Figure: 24 

 

In this sub module user can search the particular Lab name department wise also. Drop down list contains 

the option to search Lab Name according to the all Department and specific Department. 

 

Figure: 25 
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In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 

 

Figure: 26 

 

In case user wants to hide the particular sub section from the dash board, then he can do so by clicking on 

the minus sign button placed at the top right corner of the sub menu. And if user needs to restore back it 

to previous state then the plus sign at the same position is needed to be clicked which would bring back 

dash board to the original state. 

 

Figure: 27 
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Sub Module Name: Billing Charges In Hospital  

In this sub module user can search the particular Tariff Name according to various Group Name. Drop 

down list contains the option to search Tariff Name according to the all available Group Name in the 

hospital. In simpler words, Tariff Name can be searched in a particular Group Name and also can be 

searched in all the Group Name available in the hospital. 

 

 

Figure: 28 and 29 
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If the entered input by the user does not match with the list of Group Name and Tariff Name, then the 

following screen with the error message is displayed. 

 

Figure: 30 

 

In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 

 

Figure: 31 
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To view the next page of the particular section, user needs to click on the numeric numbers available at 

the bottom left section of the particular sub section. Red colored number denotes that user is on which 

particular page. 

 

Figure: 32 

 

In case user wants to hide the particular sub section from the dash board, then he can do so by clicking on 

the minus sign button placed at the top right corner of the sub menu. And if user needs to restore back it 

to previous state then the plus sign at the same position is needed to be clicked which would bring back 

dash board to the original state. 

 

Figure: 33 
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Sub Module Name: Test Wise Enquiry 

Click on Search button without entering any input in the Test Name field, you will get complete list of 

Test Name available in the hospital. 

Enter the input in the search field and click on search button or press enter button in the keyboard. 

 

Figure: 34 

 

If the entered input by the user does not match with the list of Test Name available, then the following 

screen with the error message is displayed. 

 

Figure: 35 
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In this sub module user can search the particular Test name Laboratory wise also. Drop down list contains 

the option to search Test Name according to the all Laboratory and specific Laboratory as well. 

 

Figure: 36 

 

In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 

 

Figure: 37 
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In case user wants to hide the particular sub section from the dash board, then he can do so by clicking on 

the minus sign button placed at the top right corner of the sub menu. And if user needs to restore back it 

to previous state then the plus sign at the same position is needed to be clicked which would bring back 

dash board to the original state. 

 

Figure: 38 

 

Sub Module Name: OT Schedule 

This sub module helps in determining which particular Department of the hospital is operational on which 

particular day of the week. Drop down menu of Department shows list of all the Departments functional 

in the hospital and Drop down menu of Day of Week illustrates each day of the week. 
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Figure: 39 and 40 

 

In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 

 

Figure: 41 
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In case user wants to hide the particular sub section from the dash board, then he can do so by clicking on 

the minus sign button placed at the top right corner of the sub menu. And if user needs to restore back it 

to previous state then the plus sign at the same position is needed to be clicked which would bring back 

dash board to the original state. To magnify/zoom the sub menu, user need to click on the zoom button 

placed adjacent to the minimize button. 

 

 

 

Figure: 42 and 43 
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Selected Tab: OPD Patient Enquiry  
When user opens this tab, following screen is obtained. 

 

 Figure: 44 

 

If the user clicks on the search button when he is on the above screen, then the resultant output is 

generated as per the default input values on the form as attached in the screenshot above. The screen 

obtained after pressing search button is shown below. 

 

Figure: 45 
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If user wants some more information for a particular record obtained in Search, then Patient Name field is 

clickable field. Following screen is obtained when user clicks on Particular Patient Name. 

 

Figure: 46 

 

In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 

 

Figure: 47 

 

Selected Tab: In Patient Enquiry  
When user opens this tab, following screen is obtained. 

 

Figure: 48 
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In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 

 

Figure: 49 

 

If the user clicks on the search button when he is on the below screen, then the resultant output is 

generated as per the default input values on the form as attached in the screenshot above. The screen 

obtained after pressing search button is shown below. 

 

Figure: 50 
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If user wants additional details for a particular patient details obtained in Search, then Details field is 

clickable field. Following screen is obtained when user clicks on Particular Details field. 

 

Figure: 51 

 

Selected Tab: Staff Enquiry 

Sub Module Name: Telephone Enquiry 

In this sub module user can search the Staff Name according to various Department. Drop down list 

contains the list of different Departments functional in the hospital. In simpler words, Staff Name can be 

searched in a particular Department and also can be searched in all the Departments functional in the 

hospital. 

 

Figure: 52 
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Figure: 53 

If the entered input by the user does not match with the list of Staff Name and Department, then the 

following screen with the error message is displayed. 

 

Figure: 54 

In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 

 

Figure: 55 
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To view the next page of the particular section, user needs to click on the numeric numbers available at 

the bottom left section of the particular sub section. Red colored number denotes that user is on which 

particular page of records. 

 

Figure: 56 

 

In case user wants to hide the particular sub section from the dash board, then he can do so by clicking on 

the minus sign button placed at the top right corner of the sub menu. And if user needs to restore back it 

to previous state then the plus sign at the same position is needed to be clicked which would bring back 

dash board to the original state. To magnify/zoom the sub menu, user need to click on the zoom button 

placed adjacent to the minimize button. 

 

Figure: 57 
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Figure: 58 

 

Sub Module Name: Staff Enquiry 

In this sub module user can search the Staff Name according to various Designation and Department. 

Drop down list of Department contains the list of different Departments functional in the hospital and 

Drop down list of Designation contains the list of different Designation of the Staff in the hospital. In 

simpler words, Staff Name can be searched in a particular Department & Designation and also can be 

searched in all the Department & Designations functional in the hospital. 

 

Figure: 59 
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If the entered input by the user does not match with the list of Staff Name, Designation and Department, 

then the following screen with the error message is displayed. 

 

Figure: 60 

 

In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 

 

Figure: 61 
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To view the next page of the particular section, user needs to click on the numeric numbers available at 

the bottom left section of the particular sub section. Red colored number denotes that user is on which 

particular page. 

 

Figure: 62 

 

In case user wants to hide the particular sub section from the dash board, then he can do so by clicking on 

the minus sign button placed at the top right corner of the sub menu. And if user needs to restore back it 

to previous state then the plus sign at the same position is needed to be clicked which would bring back 

dash board to the original state. To magnify/zoom the sub menu, user need to click on the zoom button 

placed adjacent to the minimize button. 

 

Figure: 63 
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Figure: 64 

 

Sub Module Name: Holiday Enquiry 

In this sub module user can enquire Holiday according to various Year and Holiday Type. Drop down list 

contains the option to select Year to which enquiry is to be made and the type of Holiday Type available 

for the particular Year. In simpler words, by this sub menu different type of holiday falling for a particular 

year is visible to the user. 

 

Figure: 65 
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Figure: 66 

 

In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 

 

Figure: 67 

 

To view the next page of the particular section, user needs to click on the numeric numbers available at 

the bottom left section of the particular sub section. Red colored number denotes that user is on which 

particular page. 

 

Figure: 68 
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In case user wants to hide the particular sub section from the dash board, then he can do so by clicking on 

the minus sign button placed at the top right corner of the sub menu. And if user needs to restore back it 

to previous state then the plus sign at the same position is needed to be clicked which would bring back 

dash board to the original state. To magnify/zoom the sub menu, user need to click on the zoom button 

placed adjacent to the minimize button. 

 

 

 

Figure: 69 and 70 
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Sub Module Name: Consultant Details 

In this sub module user can search the Consultant Doctor Name according to various Department. Drop 

down list contains the list of different Departments functional in the hospital. In simpler words, 

Consultant Doctor Name can be searched in a particular Department and also can be searched in all the 

Departments functional in the hospital. 

 

Figure: 71 

 

Figure: 72 
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If the entered input by the user does not match with the list of Staff Name and Department, then the 

following screen with the error message is displayed. 

 

Figure: 73 

 

In case user wants to hide the search functionality, then by clicking Hide button the menu would not be 

available. In order to restore the search functionality again user needs to refresh the page. 

 

Figure: 74 
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To view the next page of the particular section, user needs to click on the numeric numbers available at 

the bottom left section of the particular sub section. Red colored number denotes that user is on which 

particular page of records. 

 

Figure: 75 

 

In case user wants to hide the particular sub section from the dash board, then he can do so by clicking on 

the minus sign button placed at the top right corner of the sub menu. And if user needs to restore back it 

to previous state then the plus sign at the same position is needed to be clicked which would bring back 

dash board to the original state. 

 

Figure: 76 
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Selected Tab: Guidelines Enquiry 

 
In this module pre defined user templates are stored which upon selection done by user shows the 

resultant output. Select the Template Name from the drop down menu. 

 

Figure: 77 

Upon Selection, Relevant template is displayed on the screen. 

 

Figure: 78 
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Selected Tab: Director Dashboard 

Sub Module Name: OPD 

In this sub module daily OPD count and Department Wise OPD Count of the hospital is visible to the 

Director of the Hospital. 

 

Figure: 79 

Similarly Month Wise OPD Count of the hospital is shown in the next Figure. 

 

Figure: 80 
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Sub Module Name: Emergency 

In this sub module daily Emergency count and Month wise Emergency Count of the hospital is visible to 

the Director of the Hospital. 

 

Figure: 81 

Similarly MLC Cases Count of the hospital is shown in the next Figure. 

 

Figure: 82 
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Sub Module Name: Patient Statistics 

In this sub module daily Patient Listing and Registration with Aadhar count in the hospital is visible to 

the Director of the Hospital. 

 

Figure: 83 

Sub Module Name: HMIS User Statistics 

In this sub module daily User Wise Registration in the hospital is visible to the Director of the Hospital. 

 

Figure: 84 
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Sub Module Name: Laboratories 

In this sub module daily Laboratories Requisition is visible to the Director of the Hospital. 

 

Figure: 85 

 

Sub Module Name: Web Portal and Mobile App 

In this sub module daily Mobile App Registration Count, Web Portal Count Details, Duplicate Records 

Count and Online Registration Count is visible to the Director of the Hospital. 

 

Figure: 86 
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Selected Tab: NIMS Global Dashboard 

Sub Module Name: NIMS Global Dashboard 

In this sub module daily OPD and Emergency Summary Count, Admission Count, Laboratory Wise 

Requisition Count, Out Patient Statistics Count, Emergency Statistics, Admission Statistics and 

Laboratory Service Statistics of the both NIMS hospital (Punjagutta and Bibi Nagar) is visible to the 

Director of the Hospital. 

 

Figure: 87 

 

 

Sub Module Name: NIMS Bibi Nagar 

In this sub module Month-Wise OPD Statistics Graph, Month-Wise Casuality Statistics Graph, Year-

Wise OPD Statistics Graph, Year-Wise Casuality Statistics Graph, Month-Wise Admission Graph and 

Year-Wise Admission Graph of NIMS Bibi Nagar hospital is visible to the Director of the Hospital. 
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Figure: 88 

Sub Module Name: NIMS Punjagutta 

In this sub module Month-Wise OPD Statistics Graph, Month-Wise Casuality Statistics Graph, Year-

Wise OPD Statistics Graph, Year-Wise Casuality Statistics Graph, Month-Wise Admission Graph and 

Year-Wise Admission Graph of NIMS Punjagutta hospital is visible to the Director of the Hospital. 

 

Figure: 89 
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Logout Process 

To logout from “Application, click Extreme right  

 

Figure ix 

 


